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Personalized weight magazine cover Tall for Hoist Fitness
RS-1700  

 

Personalized Tall weight magazine covers
for the Hoist Fitness RS-1700 weight
training machine from the RS-Line not
only offer the opportunity to adapt to the
facility and corporate image, but also turn
any gym into a real eye-catcher.

 CHF 550.00  
      

      

The artwork is identical on both sides of the machine unless otherwise specified. To best assist the
designer, specify the frame and upholstery colors for the units ordered, as well as brand guidelines or a
website that can be used as the basis for the desired design.

Specifications:

the foils are printed with CMYK color
vectorized graphics are the preferred format, be it a logo or a graphic, as it can be scaled to any
size without loss of quality
File types for vector graphics: .EPS, .PDF, .AI
all other data must be at 300 DPI and with minimum dimensions to fit the cladding size
editable graphic file types: .PSD, .PDF

This version of personalized weight magazine cover is only applicable to the RS-1700 device of the RS-
Line. Can only be ordered together with RS-1700

Disclaimer - please read carefully: Actual frame and upholstery colors may vary from the printed color
samples and models shown. These models should be used for reference only. Due to the printing
materials and methods used, colors may vary and color matches cannot be guaranteed. To help us
match colors as closely as possible, please provide specific CMYK color codes for each color required
and note that neon colors are not available. Please note that HOIST logos are placed at the top of the
artwork by default.
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